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POWER. SUPPLY FOR 7.S•MW PULSED LOAD 

Ferd Voelker and George Farly 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University o£ California 

Berkeley, California 

August 1-9, 1963 

ABSTRACT 

Thb paper describes the conversion of a 12-phase high-powered mercury 
rectifier to supply energy to a p~sed load. Newly developed hard-tube switches and 
a shunted RC netwo1·k are used in combination with the rectifier to replace the exist
ing pulse .. Hne energy storage and the associated charging system. The switch tubes 
will also serve as a regulating means to reduce ripple voltage during the pulse •. 

. . 
Pulse durations of · 2. 5 to 5 milliseconds. are contemplated. The load will re

quire 2.50 oi!Llnperes at 25 to 30 kV during the pulse. The pulse repetition rate wUl 
probably b! 40 per second, as this avoids unsymmetrical magnetization of the recti
fier transf,;,:rmers. A low-powered test model has been used to confirm the design 
parameters. 
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* A POWER SUPPLY FOR A 7.5-MW PULSED LOAD 

Ferd Voelker and George Farly 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

August 19, 1 <]63 

Design: of Power Su}?Ply .. 

/ 

Y/e want to describe in this paper what we are doing to upgrade the de power 
supply for our linear accelerator. A number of things have influenced the final design 
o£ the power supply system. and in order to make them clear, we have shown in Fig. 1 
what we call a logic-arrow diagramo In this diagram the arrow leaving a circle de
pends on all the arrows entering that circle. Starting with the left side o£ the diagram 
at circle 1, we see two inputs. The first represents the fact that pulse lines had been 
designed and were available, and tha.t kenotron power supplies were also available, both 
of these fen.· the cost of transportation and minor modifications. The second and con
tl·olling consideration was that we had a very tight budget to work within. Our original 
design used these components, and with some additional transformer cooling we were 
able to achieve a 3o/o duty cycle. 

Very early in the life of this accelerator there was an. increasing need for more 
beam. as tb·e simpler experiments were completed and more sophisticated ones were 
planned. By pushing the design limits somewhat on the electrical parts o! the machine 
we could hz~ve handled a 4.5% duty cycle. However, we were limited to 3o/o because the 
tan..l.t. was c:cmvection ... cooled. The mechanical design wa.e tbere£ore modified by the addi
tion of water cooling to the tank to handle an 18% duty cycle, which was the maximum 
anticipated at that time. 

In 1960 money was budgeted to double the number of.pulse lines and rectifiers so 
as to bring the duty cycle to 9%. The rf amplifiers were designed around amplifier 
tubes that were available and had an inherent capacity for 67o/o duty cycle, and the cool· 
ing was abett.dy capable of 18o/o duty cycle. As we began to study the power supply it 
appeared as if this ·would again be the limiting factor unless we could significantly in-
crease its capacity. · 

1 At about this time we .fo\md that a 10-megawa.tt rectifier and some large trans-
formers D.t Livermore were going to be declared surplus. The availability of this recti

~ fier at a krw cost made it possible for us to greatly increase the power supply rating. 
W!" also bo~ciilllne aware o! recent development of several types of large vacuum tubes 
tl~t were tlui.table as switches. Westinghouse and Mac.hlett have tubes that switch sev• 

... e~~l hu.ndl~,:~d arnpereo at 50 to 75 kV. With these large tubes we can use hard-tube mod
ul~tors, wili.t!h allows us to eliminate much of the energy storage in the pulse lines. 
Silce ener:tY storage is a large part of the cost of the system, and since our budget was se\ up to only double the duty cycle, we must minimize energy storage and still mini-
mi'Ze the pm~tu1· baf:ions in the line voltage. . 

j 
\.. 

The· de pc•wer. required by the rf amplifiers is 6 MW during the time the acceler· 
a.tor is on. An additional 1.5 MW will be consumed in the modulators bec::ause we intend 
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to use tht:!:n as electronic regulators to remove the ripple and to flatten the pulse. With 
the modulators we can have a.n arbitrary pulse length. so we wUl start with a short 
pulae len;g;~th and gradually increase it as various components o£ the machine are mod_· 
ified to lmndle the increasing duty cycle. 

We ini:end to take the de power out of the rectifier on a 30 .. kV de bue, and to tie_ 
ha.rd-tubc1 r.nodulatore between· the bus and each of the rf amplifiers. Figure 2 is a 

·• ochematk of the power supply. More will be said about the capacitor and damping re
sistor latc~r. We will also use the modulators to ·disconnect de power in the event of a· 

·'~ 

fault in tlw r£ t:Jyflrt:em. which is a frequen.t occtu-rencee · 

Fox· a numoor of reasons we are planning to start with 40 pps and 4. 5-msec pulse 
length. Ti:te l(•a.d <!.S reflected on the power system corresponds to a. pulsed single
phase load with some distortion of the wave shape every third hal£-cyele. 

To i;et.tEu: Wlderstand the effects of this typo o! operation we designed and built a 
rnodel of t.:t(~ system. (The second part of this paper is a.n account o! the model study.) 
One o£ th(: £1:nrt th.\ngs the model showed us wa.s that at the beginning of each pulse the 
voltage r.:m. the :load would rise at a rate limited by the leakage reactance o! the trans
formers. Wben we turned of£ the modulators. there wa.s an enormous voltage kick due 
to the energy rsto1·ed in the inductive impedance o! the power supply. We found on the 
model that we could control both these phenon1ena by shunting a capacitor and a series 
damping J~<~Qistor across the de bus. The model also showed us wha.t to expect for reg• 
t'!lation Wl.d.ar load, and gave us an idea o£ the a.n'loU:lt o£ control necessal"y in the hard
tube moduJ.a.Cors to achieve good electronic regulation. 

We have now fixed the design o£ the power supply, and we are planning to begin 
eonstructi1)n as soon as the building is completed. We have also completed design and 
constructi<m of a prototype modulator shown in Fig. 3~ and have begun tests on it. Our 
next step ·will be to construct the final modulato:r:s and eornbine the power supply system. 
The systel::n will be debugged on a 1-MW water:-cooled dummy load. 

Experi,p~,::tt:d Teste on Model 

The scale for the model w~s chosen so that impedances and frequency were at full 
seale. whereas rectifier voltagea and currents were about 1/300 actual value. 'We 
built two low-reactance three-phase transformer& with delta-delta and delta.-wye wind
ings. The total reactance was adjusted by adding t'Je:riea inductors to the secondary. 
The six inductors were set equal in value through adjustment of the air gaps. The rec
tifier ignitrons were simulated by miniatuJ:e silicon rectifiers; this was adequate be
cause we do not propose to uae phase cont1·ol. The apparatus was mounted on a. ply
wood board with the wiring aecesaible so that meters and oscilloscopes could be con• 
n~cted a.t convenient points. The ha:rd ... tube modulator was sb:riulated by a. mercury re
lay driven by an audio oscillator. 

:· In order to establish the modulator parameters we observed the waveforms o!the 
pulse voltage, and selected values of Rand C to approximate a flat-top pulse (see Figs. 

·• 4)ilnd 5). 
!. 

Effect of Pulse Rate 

\ By varying the £requency of the audio oscillator we observed the effect of adJust• 
in;ts the pulse rate. We eho~e a pulse rate of 40 per se~d bee~use it does not cause 
unsymmetrical ma.gnetieing)eurrents in the transformers, and because lta beat rate 

j 
! 
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with 60 cps is above the frequency that causes the most troublesome voltage perturba
tion. The hannonics that cause perturbationare particularly evident.at the ac input to 
a rectifier ~ridge. In Fig. t6 the not~hes show the duration of commutation overlap. , 

/ 
At 40 pps the transformer secondary eu1•rents alternate in polarity for each suc-

cessive pulse. The power system loading is a single-phase load modulated at 20 cps. 
The distl"ibution of the single-phase component in the power lines depends upon the 
pulse timh1g. In Fig. 7 multiple exposures show the precession of phase when the 
pulse rate ia not exactly l/3 of the line frequency. This precession may be used to 
equalize the average power loss in the rectifier tubes and transformers. 

The r~:~ctifier output current is indicated in Fig. 8. Note that it does not follow 
the load voe•ltage. Figure 9 shows how the capacitor and rectifier currents combine to 
produce a uniform output pulse. 

Rectifier l~::.,C:gulation Characteristic ., 

Nurnerous references show the regulation of six-phase bridge rectifiers, with and . 
without lo~i>d inductance. 1.2.,3 The experimental twelve-phase model wa.s tested; its 
regulation cha1·acteristic, uncorrected for losses, resembles the .six-phase inductiv.e: 
case. : Twr:> effects contribute~:. (a) Each rectifier acts as series inductance to its part
ner. (b) 'When the overlap angle o£ series .rectifiers exceeds the ripple angle, the com
mon source impedance causes additional phase shi!ts which reduce the output voltage. 

In our model there is an appreciable ef!ect, due to the three-phase source imped
ance, which causes the transformer primary voltage to be a !unction of load. ·The reg
ulation characteristic of the model exhibits llo/o droop at full load. 

Conclusions 

The model has enabled us to confirm design lactol"s for tl1e full~scale power 
supply. It also t•evealed effects we had not anticipated. We have decided to extend use 
of the model to other programs by adding controlled rectifier elements. We can then 
study con'lbina.tions of rectifiers a.nd inverters that are applicable to other laboratory 
problems. 

Appendix- Supplementary Information O.ained From Model 

We get interesting effect when two rectifier bridges are added in series. The com
mutation of each bridge may be altered by the presence o£ the other bridge. Figures 10, 
11, and 12 show this effect. 

, The usefulness of damping networks to reduce transients is illustrated in Figs. 13 
and 14. 

Additional useful information obtained through use of the model is indicated in 
Fige. 15, 16. and 17 • 

\Vhen two six-phase bridges are connected in parallel instead o£ i:n. series, .the 
total load current may commutate betwee11. the brldgee (see Fig~ 18). An interphase f.r1.. 
duetor restores the normal conduction period to 120 degrees in each bridge .. 

* Work done under· the auspices of the U.s. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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FIGURE LEOENDS 

Fig. 1. Logic-arrow diagram. 

Fig. z.. Schematic representation ot 
system. Twelve -phase series bridge 
ignitron rectifier. Anode power supply 
for Hilac. 

Fig. 3. Prototype of hard-tube mod
ulator. 

Fig. 4. Rectifier voltage at 40 pps. 
R ; 28 ohms, C = 50 .,U. 

l 
Fig. 5. Rectifier voltage at 40 pps. \ . 

. R = 68 ohms, C = 50 J.d. 

Fig. 6. Line-to-line voltage at one 
rectifier bridge. 

Fig. 7. Transformer secondary cur
rent. Multiple exposure to show 
change in phase when pulse timing is 
vade d. 

Fig. 8. Rectifier voltage and cur-
rent at 40 pps. · 

Fig. 9. Combination o! currentse 

Fig. 10. Rectifier output voltage 
and mid-tap voltage with inductive 
load. 

Fig. 11. Rectifier output voltage 
and mid-tap voltage with non
inductive load. 

Fig. 12. Ulustrating mid•tap volt• 
a.ge at 40 pps. 

Fig. 13. Rectifier ac voltage show
ing commutation transients • 

. ,Fig. 14. Portion o! rectifier ac: volt
'age with and without commutation 
damping. 

Fig. 15. Addition of transformer 
primary currents. 
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Fig. 16. Transformer second&ryvolt~ 
tage on each aide of commutating in
ductance. 

Fig. 17. Current and rate of change 
of cun·ent at rectifier input. 

Fig. 18. Seco~'d.ary currents with and 
without inducta.:~ce between parallel 
bridges. 
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Budget 
considerations 

I 

Original design 

~
knotron 

and pulse 
lines to obtain 

8= 3% 

Pulse-lines 
and kenotron 
p.s. ore avo iloble 

.. 

Expanded cooling to 
hondle8=1B% to 
cover maximum 
anticipated 8 

Minor 
electrical 
changes 

Money budgeted 
to double No. of 
kenotrons and 
pulse lines 

IS%cooling 

10-MW rectifier · 
available 

Minimize disturbance 
to other users of 

power line 

Build and study 
model of system 

) Minimize energy ( 14>--------------' 
storage Use of modulators 

may eliminate most 
of energy storage 

Hard tubes •@ Modulators •( 
become as 
available switches 

Fig. 1 
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ZN -3882 

Fig. 3 
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ZN -3884 

Fig. 4 
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ZN -3888 

Fig. 5 
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ZN -3896 

Fig. 6 
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ZN -3891 

Fig. 7 
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ZN -3893 

Fig. 8 
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Fig. 9 
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ZN -3892 

Fig. 10 
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ZN -3890 

Fig. 11 
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ZN -3887 

Fig. 12 
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ZN -3885 

Fig., 13 
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ZN -3894 

Fig. 14 
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Fig. 15 
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Fig. 16 
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ZN -3895 

Fig. 17 
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ZN -3883 

Fig. 18 
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